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THE IDEALISTIC-ESTHETIC WORLD VISIONS OF 
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This paper centres on Jacques Perk and his development 
of an idealistic-esthetic theory of man and the universe. 
His ideas are amazingly similar to, but were developed com
pletely independently of, those of Nova1is around 1800. And 
as we will show, both theories anticipate Jung's in as
tonishing detail. They are also ideas lIin the air ll in Perk's 
time, as we see by examining relevant views of other 

, 

"Tachtigers" such as Verwey and van Eeden and their near-
. contemporary Hofmannsthal. 

Both Novalis ' and Perk's main creative works, the 
"Bildungsroman" Heinrich von Ofterdingen and the Mathilde 
Cycle of Sonnets, display a high degree of similarity in 
their basic motifs. One and the same formulation can be 
proposed for them. It runs as follows: Through an intense, 
numinously religious love for a young woman (a love revealing 
her as a mythical embodiment of an ideal universe in himself), 
an exceptionally gifted and intelligent, but at first in
secure and confused young man achieves full and balanced 
development of his already inborn self, in a Jungian 
lIindividuation"-process avant la lettre. He becomes a poet, 
the highest form of humanity, consisting of a living, para
doxical, and constantly self-renewing harmonious union of a 
number of mutually opposite archetypal elements. Thus, 
among other things, the emerging supreme poetical man is 
an androgynous "hieros gamos" or sacred wedlock of the "anima" 
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(an aspect of the "collective unconscious" or of the 
oceanic soul called the Hid" by Freud), and of the "masculine" 
archetype of the "ego," of the conscious mind or "logos." 
Indeed, in both works, the final heroes, or rather character
configurations, are Heinrich-Mathilde in Novalis' case, and 
Wanderer-Mathilde, in Perk's case. They are mutual assimila
tions, transformations of the "ego" into the full-fledged 
self, "conjunctiones oppositorum" in Junq's terminology, 
not rationally explicable, but mysteries. They are fusions 
of the conscious mind and the initially unconscious, inborn, 
interior power in man, nature and the universe, a power 
which both authors refer to as "Gewissen" or "geweten," the 
latter becoming known or actualized in a biological-psycho
logical growth process. They view this absolute power ~s 
identical with the (platonic) Ideal, with .lithe good" or 
virtue, with the beautiful and the sublime, with the truth, 
with the Godhead, and as identity within the human psyche 
of the "inner" and "outer" universe. 

Both works also put into prominence two key sub-motifs, 
the symbolic underworld motif of the miners and of the 
hermit's cave in Novalis' novel (similar to the creative 
Night-Womb motif of his Hymnen an die Nacht), and the 
celestial Astralis motif, both appearing in admirable poetic 
concentration in Perk's Eene Helle- eft Hemelvaart, which he 
published separately from the Mathilde cycle. The night
cave motif seems to be an ante litteram illustration in both 
Novalis and Perk of the Jungian "collective unconscious," 
especially in view of the numerous concomitant "anima" and 
"earth-mother"' archetypal symbols in both authors' warks, 
with which Heinrich and the Wanderer have an unconscious 
relationship of religious "incest." 

* * 
* 
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As they are distilled from an admittedly interpretative 
examination of Novalis' and Perk's creative works, these 
purely thematic and motivic findings may appear shaky or 
challengeable. Yet, a good case can be made for them from 
a careful comparative scrutiny of both authors' and Jungls 
theoretical utterances. Because ~heir conceptual formula
tions are more precise, they provide much more reliable 
evidence for our sweeping identifications. These theoretical 
utterances abound in Perk's essays, in Novalis' famous 
Fragmente and other aphoristic notations, in the Sylvester
Heinrich dialogue in his novel, and of course in all of Jung's 
works by dint of their theoretical nature. This evidence 
wi 11 be e x ami ned i n f 0 u r g r 0 ups 0 f co n c e p t s : fir s t 1 y, the 
concept of UgewetenU; secondly, the Being-Consciousness 
problem and the related feeling-intellect split ~r eventual 
synthesis; thirdly, the inborn organicity or bodily component 
of II gewe ten" or "the collective unconscious," and its 
creativity as "drivell or "imagination";and fourthly, a 
number of correlated views on virtue, ethics, genius, 
IIBildung," "culture," all seen in relation to a principle 
which, following Junq, I call "poetic synchronicity." 

* * 
* 

II Gewi ssen" or II geweten" 

After having used the terms "feeling," "emotions," 
lithe heart," which he called the "key of the world and of 
life" (PW I '606, no. 381) or the ILsacred, religious organ ll 

(PW II 523, 570, no. 104),1 Navalis finally resorted to the 
term IIGewissen" to indicate nothing less than the inborn, 
creative, divine essence of man, of his culture and of 
society, the very pattern and source of their development. 
In 1798-99 he noted: 1I0 ur 'Gewissen' alone already proves 
our re1ationship--or connection--or potential of transcend-
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ence into another world--an inner and autonomous power. 
· .. Through the connection with the Father [=God] one . ~~ 

can accomplish miracles" (PW II 448~ no. 934). In the 
Sylvester dialogue~ he wrote: "'Gewissen' is .•. the 
Deity directly operating among mankind" (1332-33). 

Perk~ too, as an adolescent already, in his essays 
and letters from 1877 on, most decidedly and unequivocally 

( , \ ' . 

hail.ed "het geweten ll as man's divine essence and as his 
source of power. For Perk "het geweten ll is lithe God of 
our life" (PDO 114), our Ilinnermost corell as "higher 
authority, ... the authority of God's leading ha~d" 
(PDO 83); IIGod speaks through our 'geweten'" (PDO ~5), 

which therefore is universal, Ilons a11er geweten" (PDO 81). 
. . , '" 

It is quite ,(simply "the Godhead in man" (POO 123), "a voice 
,if you want to call it so," which IIleads lt (PDO 81, i8~, 121). 

As Nova1is and Perk. invoke i,t, "geweten ll bears q strong 
resemblance to what Jung later was to call 'lithe collective 
unconscious,1I a resemblance which is clearly visib1~ if we 
care to look through this Dar~inian and post-Darwinian 
scientifi~ terminology. Indeed, the Itcollective unconscious,1I 
as "the foundation of the whole str~ucture of the personality, 
· .• ' a storehouse of latent memory traces inherited from 
man's ancestral past, a past that includes his prehuman and 
animal ancestry as well~"2 is thus "pre-existent."j As 
the "unlimited sum of fundamen-tal psychic condi1:ions,1I4 
lithe inborn, preconscious and unconsciousindividua1 
structure of the psyche, is a ... tremendo~sly complicated 
· . . ~ p rio r i fa c tor ina" hum a n ·a c t i vi tie s II ; 5 i t e v'e n 
determines the 'mode of our cognitive, faculties. 6 Turning 
later to more traditional terms, similar to those used by 

( , .' 

Nova1is and Perk, Jungalso defined the ~c~llectiv~ un-
conscious lt as "the inner equivalent of Creation, of the 
world as a'Whole. 1l7 As the'basis of the "sou1,11 it Il ma kes 
the metaphysical assertion of God'~ numinous ~ ~ffori power," 
as "man's soul is the light of the Godhead, and the Godhead 
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is the sou1."8 Nova1is too had realized that what he later 
called "Gewissen" was ~t first unconscious: "I can have 
a wi"--do something--without knowing about it" (PW I 552, 
no. 118) . Perk also found that It' G ewe ten lis above a 11 \ 
'unconscious will'" lPDO 106). 

To another "Tachtiger,1l Albert Ver~ey, Ilgeweten" appears 
as the "cor cordium," the heart of hearts, in the poem of 
the same title. Here follows a prose rendering ~f its key 
lyrical passage written in 1886: "Soul of my soul! Life, 
which in me dw~lls, mu1tinamed Mystery, which I call my ego, 
my , s elf, my e sse n c e - - . . . for g i ve ! I' can not kn 0 w who you 
are, I do not see the end of what lasts eternally. Conscious
.ness does not reveal th~ Unconsciou~-- we live and perish, you 
are always; but with you stays what you drive into our hearts 
and all that, in your honour, we say in Song." 

As for van Eeden, although a notion similar to "geweten" 
underlies all of .his works, I wish to document,it here from 
an almost unknown work of his, written in German and published 
in 1911 as the first~part of a book called Welt-Eroberung 

(durch Heldenliebe. (Its secon~ part was written by a Mr. 
Volker.) Van Eeden evokes an "original" "organic" capacity 
coming "from th,e depths of the Spirit," oper,ating as "kingly 
,love" in such" ki ngly men, or prophets, poets, sages" as 
Plato or Tolstoy, in a quiet way, ',ke the Taoistic "doing 
i n [ 0 r by] not.,. d 0/; n 9 . " 9 

II Geweten" or lithe collective unconscious" was also 
posited by the young Hofmannsthal already under the platonic 
term ~Prae-existenz," an in~orn state of being or power to
wards which h~man development returns, more or less actualis1ng 
it either in a short-circuited narcissistic (1nttoverted) Way, 
or through the world (work, procreation, the child, 1n short 
"das Soziale") in a full-fledged developmental manner, or in 
an oscillation of both. lO 
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The Problem of Being and Consciousness 

If we turn now from Perk's and Novalis' positions con
cerning consciousness to the phi'1osophical proble'm of its 
relation to being, we will see/even more clearly how closely 
analogous their beliefs are, and'how deeply rooted in an 
idealism permeated by a psychologicalperce~tion of life. 

In his Ficht~ studies (1795-$7) and later too inhis 
o the r ph 11 0 sop h i cal not at ions (P W I and I 1), Nova 1 i s de a 1 t 
in considerable detail with thi~ problem, espe~ial1yas it 

- . 

appears in the philosophy of identity of the German Romantic 
\ 

Idealism of his day. 
Like Fichte,Novalis started from SUM (I am'j':,uThe 

IS elf - po sit i n g 0 f the I (' I a m I' ,a = a las a't);so 1 ute 
thetic capacity is ... the irifinite, absolute I, ~hich 

'cannot be comprehended" (PW I 104, no. 1; 282,' no. 633; 
106, no. 3). As the "'Original Act"ll this self-positing is 
a supremely paradoxical act of splitting ("Alienation~ 
which, incidentally, leads to "Production") and reunion, 
"one and divided at the same time" (PW I 126,00. 32:), "a 
distinguishing and a connecting, a dividi'ng and a urt;i'ting" 
(PW I 104-5, no. 1; 106, no. 2) of the 'iemp,irical I" and 
the "not-I". Novalis soon called these two "reG'oqnition" 
(=consciousness, subject) and "being" {=object). They' 
exist only by virtue of each other: , "Where there is a 
consciousnes~, there is also a being; ... wh~re there is 

I 

a being, there must also 'be a consciousness" (PW I 248, no. 
462; 245, no. 463). Thus th~ split inevitably also.sttives 
towards restoring the unity: "The capability of being-and
r~cognition c~nbe found in the individual" (PW I 248:'no. 
462). This paradoxical 'compound i,s nothing less than the 
"absolute r~" the "Gewissen~ or "collective unc~nscious" 
in each individual. 

Perk too posited SUM: '''Everybody knows that h~ is, 
i.e., that he-has consciousness of himself"(PDO 81). 
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From the start II geweten 'l was for Perk the source and 

substrate of this cOnsciousness: U1Geweten l knows itself, 

hi S con sci 0 usn e s sIt ( PD Q 1 2 3 ). . L i .k e N 0 va 1 is, Per k r e c p 9 n i zed 

the division (or, if you, like, alienation), in our Il gewe ten," 

4nd he too saw this split as a creative power: uProcluction ll . 

f'1an, and especially the "geniu~1l (the artist .. poet in who,m 

u9~wetenll operates untrammelled), IIcan split ['verdubbelen ' ] 

,himself and ~ .. stand opposite to himself ..... What 

co~cerns himself he can view with the ey~s of someone, out

side of him" (P~Q 118). Perk also ~ecognized that this 

eventual self-knowledge of "geweten" implies that to be a 

subject and to be aware of oneself as an object, is one and 

the same: IIGeweten" implies that we are subj'ects, and have 

ourselv~s as objects at the same time, that our being aware 

of or having a con.sciousness, ,a soul and a bodyis,.thus 

id~ntical with'and inseparable fromb~ing a consciousness, a 

soul and a body. Heinrich-Nova1is had corne to the ~ame 

con c 1 u s ion: " T h u s the sen s e r= I G e wi s se n lor , 

\ would be 'a part of the new world itself which 

up? One would understand a thing only if one 

That is to say, if one had it in oneself, and 

it too. 

consciousness] 

it has opened 
had it?1l 12 

if one were 

\Jung implied a similar realization when he wrote: "All 

understanding and all that is understood are psychi~ as 

sue h . " 1 3 Per k too f 0 un d t hat II The sou 1 t ran s po r t si t s elf . 
into the origins of actions [and things], animates them from 

itself, thinks its own so-ness ['zijne Ikheid ' ] into them" 

(P~Q 116). Nova1is already had given a Jungian, almos.t 

exist~ntialist, twist to this idealistic view of conscious-

ness: liThe most wonderful, the eternal phenomenon, is ,one's 

own existence" (PW I -362, no. 21). In a famous Fragment he 

had almost shouted out: Ills then the universe not in us? 

We cannot fathom the depths of our mind. Inward goes the 

mysterious way. In us, or nowhere is eternity and its 

worlds--the past and th(:! future 't (PW I 418, no. 14). 



The Being-Consciousness "original act" has its implica

tions concerning the oPPosite faculties of feeling and 
intellect. In IIrecognition-beingll Novalis 14 on the one 

hand aligned "recognition ll with "reflection," i.e., with 

thought, intellect, Itthe form of the original act," pro-

d u c i n g rat ion a 1 "r e pr e sen tat ion s II and "c 0 n c e p t s II; a.n don 

the other hand he linked up "being" with "feeling," i.e., 
II sen time nt, 11 II the he art, II "t h e sub s tan c e ( hap pen i n g ), 0 f 

the original act,1I producing "apperceptiontt or IIcontempla-

tion. 1I liThe original act thus links up reflection and 

fee 1 in g II (PW I 11 6, no. 1 9), he s tat e d; i not her wo r d s , 

IIthere is of necessity always a connection between the 

intellect and fee1ingll (PW I 117); their union is the 
ultimate mode of human awarene.ss: "Nothing surpasses the 

synthesis of feeling and reflection ll (PW I 118, no. 20). 
It is the IIsuprasensuallt or "unsensual ll "recognition" he was 

to envisage later, as the capacity par excellence of 
IIGewissen ll (PW I 420, no. 23; 550, no. 118). 

For Perk too. II I geweten I ... is composed of the know-

1ed~e of the intellect and the knowledge of the heartll 

(PDO 81). He believed lithe heart" to be the primary 

component: lilt is the most precious value of mankind" 

(BD 101), "superior to everything else ... ; science 

without warm love. is nothing, a mere soap-bubble ll 

(PDO 111). Nova1is had taken the same stance: "Feeling 

seems to be the primary thing--reflection the secondary 
oneil ( P W 11 1 4 , no. 1 6, 1 7) . 

In his theory of personality, Jung too started from 

the polar distinction between the faculties of thinking 
and feeling. A harmonious balance between the two is one 

of t he aim san d a chi eve men ts 0 f s u c c e s s f u 1 i n d i v i du a t ion . 

The Innateness and Organicity of ILGewissen ll and 
Its Creative Drive 

For Novalis "IGewissen l inhabits and animates the 

delicate symbol called the humanbodylt .(1 332). He never 
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wavered from con.sidering IIGewissen ll as the primary element; 

bu;t the ;body,~ its organs and its senses with their "plenitude 

ofex.periences" are almost equally important, the soul being 

lIspil'tt 'mixed wi th body" (PW I 582, no. 245; I I 293, no. 296). 

To hirm, "the active use of the organs is nothing but a magic 

cminac.uluus thinking" (P.W. II 460, no. 1075). The inner and 
• ". r • 

:theo.ute ..... worl d, i. e •• al Sl) the soul and the body "'0' • 

mu'sttotally interrelate down even to smallest detail--for 

aswh:oles they are polar o'pposites" (PW I 293. no. 653). 
nBody-Soul ..• anybody who knows this distinction will 

posit a communion between both, by virtue of which they 

m~tually act upon each other" {PW I 272, no. 5681. 

For Perk too "the body is fused with the soul. in intimate 

harmony" (PDO 95, 108), and man is "a mixture of the, sensuous 

and supersensuous human natures" (PDO 103). "Esp,cially the 

brain" (PDO 141) and "the nerves are the too\s of the. immortal 
human breath of life ('levensadem,' or Igewetenl)" (PDO 124). 

'lNobler than the flesh" (PDO 141), they are "intermediaries 

between matter and soul" (PDO 127). As a post-Darwinian 

Jung also saw the "coJlective unconscious~ (his term for 

'Gewissen') as "grounded in the intrinsic nature of the ltving 

organism itself," genetically "inherited with.the brain 

structure," possibly even with "a nervous substrate like the 
sympathetic system."lS 

,As it is built into the body as an inborn, organically 

foun·ded "seed," "Gewissen" is directly and immedia . .tely con

vincing, all-knowing. Novalis drove home this point in a 

rhetorical question: ~How can a.man have awareness of 

something if 'he does not have the seed of it in him? 

,What lam to understand I have to develop in me organically-

and what I seem to learn is merely food, stimulation 

('Inzitament') to the organismlt (PW I 418-19). In the 

Sylvester dialogue he was to call this IIseed ll an uimprinted 
" , 

desi,gn lt (1 327) ~ anticipating the modern term "Gestal tIL 

or "configurational pattern." "Gewissen lt as a seed is 

Itthe pure earnest will, which in the decisive moment makes 
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up its mind and choos~simmediate1Y" (1322). It is "an 
experience of direct certainty" (PW, I 420, no. 23) ,"a 
spirit springing fresh from the infinite source" (1 327). 
Perk too saw "geweten" as a "seed ['~iem'] already somewhat 
'developed at birth"(PDO 131), "a collection of gffts, 
t~lents and diSpositions ['aanlagen'] ... in the final 
analysis planted in oui ~eart by th~ all-governing Deity" 

J~DO ~ __ 
'IIGeweten ll works fast, immediately: II It flies' through 

entire human lives in moments ll (PDO 117); liTo think many 
things all at once and fast is the aim of our striving, of 
Our divine destiny .•. " (PDO 123); and again: liThe truth 
of a pronouncement can be assayed by the sudden and simul-
t ~ n e 0 us. . . and i n t e r t win e d r i sin g up 0 f co u n t Yes 5; , fa c t s , 
sayings and other 'utterances of the human spirit!' (P'n'O' 122,). 
Perk found that lithe fast poetical mind ... prophetically 
~ .. envisions inla flash of intuftion and as a reVelation 

. /. " 

what is laboriously investigated and explained by the re-
, 'S ear c her 0 r ph 11 0 sop h er ll (P DO 1 2 3) . T his e c hoe s Nova 1 i s 
'almost verbatim: lilt seems to me that there are t~o ways 
to gain knowledge of human 'history. One, laborious and 
interminable . . . , the way of experience; the other one , 

I 

'almost a single leap, the way of inner contemplatiori ... 
viewing the nature of each event and each matter immed'Hitel'y 
and directly ... in their living manifold interrelations" 
(I 208). 

IIGewissen ll is also a force, a will, of ~ partly bio
logjcal nature. For Novalis it comes into being as the 
lI absolute I", dividing itself in th~ "or iginal attion ll 

or " alienation-production," and produces IIpolarly ~rranged 
forces,u16 Ildrive ll or tr ac tion,"l7 which he sometimes also 
called II wil,u18 and rarely, bu~ clearly in a~ticipation of 
Freud and Jung, "instfnct". 19 It leads to creation, love 
and procreati6n~ ~~he essence of the spirit consists Of 
procreation ..•. the Act of self-embracing't (PW 1541, no. 74). 
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Thus Novalis ascribed Itdrive ll to IIGewissen ll and spoke of the 
IIdrive" or "powerll of ItGewissen" (1330,331), which His 
capable of putting into action all spiritual components lt of 
man (I 332): It is Ita power creating meaning and universes 
•.. the spirit of the World Poem, ... of the infinitely 
varying total life, 
Beingll (1331). 

. the creative foundation of all 

Freud was to refer to it as "libido." Jung's concept 
of libido as psychic energy in general is even more akin to 
Navalis' views. Even natural laws such as "equivalence," 
"entropyll and "enantio-dromiall (current and countercurrent), 
which Jung ascribed to the libido and which led to his formu-
1 a t ion 0 f the S elf (a n d the War 1 d) a s 1/ co inc i d en t ia a p po s i to rum, II 

were anticipated by Navalis in his concept of IIpolar forces," 
which give the impulse to the dialectical process. "Activity 
... is the medium, the vehicle of all change (=development). 
Change and activity mutually determine each other" (PW I 293, 
no. 652 ). For Perk too II g ewe ten II i s II an inner d r i ve, II an 
"action ll or the IIcapability of it!! (PDO 98-99), a "power of 
creation" (PDO 116). 

Views on Virtue, Freedom, Education, 
Personality or Genius, and Society 

Independently of each other, Novalis, Perk and Jung 
evolved similar views on these ideas also. They believed 
them to be forces emanating from the innate creative 
"Gewissen ll or II co l1ective unconscious,1I forces felt to be 
w hat the Ro man s calle d II fa s ,II ~ P rio ric 0 s m icc rea t i ve power, 
nature itself as part of the Deity. In no way did they 
consider these elements of culture and the universe to be 
lIius," abstracted ~ posteri-ori from the practice of "mores ll 

of society. Thus, we see that they hold an idealistic
religious position in these matters also. 

Indeed, for Novalis "all of nature exists only by the 
essence of virtue ll (I 333). The etymology of the word he 
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uses implied "what is effective, valid" through "Gewissen." 
"All of nature" means not only ~the echoes ,of the old in
human nature, but also rousing voices of higher nature, of 
the heavenly 'Gewissen' in usn (1330). Inspired by fichte, 
Novalis also found that "morality simply does not edi~t 
an~thing specific--it is 'Gewissen'--m~rely a judge without 
laws. . .. Prescriptive laws are essentially the contrary 
of true morality" (PW III 685,no. 670), as they are merely 
:' ... the complement of deficient n,atures and beings" (PWII 
284, no. 250); "'Gewissen' does not consist of separate 
virtues" (I 332). The essence of morality is above all 
"bliss" or Ithappiness" (PW II, 293, no. 296), and consists 
of agreement with ItGewissen." ItVirtue is the Deity directly 
working among mankind" (I 332), so that "ethics is rea1ly 
religion, so-called theology in its most real meaningn (I 
332, cf. also 333). nTo act morally and to act religiously 
are thus most intimately united" (PW II 250, no. 62). For 
Nova 1 is,' nth e s p i r ito f fa b 1 e [ 1. e ., poe tic cap a b i 11 ty ] j s , 
the spirit of virtue in a friendly garb" (I 332). 

( 

For Perk too morality springs from "geweten," which 
"knows everything that is good for our,moral good" (PDO-8l); 
morality is God's voice, "6n acco~nt of l~ws of heredity 
existing alsp in the moral realm" (PDO 93). Goodness or 
virtue is a form of God's love (PDO 93). And Perk's ethics 
are as eudaemonistic as Novalis': "To be content ['te-vreden'] 
is man's destiny. In man there is a striving for happiness, 
satisfaction, ~uietude. This striving 1s vittue" (PDO 109). 
Virtue is a Itstriving for the happiness of the eternal in us, 

. / . 
. . • for the 'turning into spirit' ••. , the identifica-
tionwith God, immortalitylt (PDO 85-6; ll2). iIn,a poem of 
the Mathilde cycle, Perk staies: ItHe who carries out what 

\ 

his nature ['aard'] commands, is good" (VG 87, no. 69),. 
~Aardlt here is Itg~weten," u~iversallY as well as individ~allY 
human, "eigenheid.1t In other words, "perfect yourselves, 
then yOu will all become, good and beautiful lt CV~ 86, no. 68). 
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S elf - 1 0 ve ; s the 1 0 v e 0 f d El S t ; n y and inn e r c h a r act e r, am 0 r 

fat;. IITrue freedom obeys the laws!! (VG 10), the IIlawsll 

of II 9 ewe ten II 0 f co u r s e, t h (, S e 0 f 1\ fa s , II not 0 f n ius. II ? 0 

For Novalis freedom in obedience to the inner IIGeweten ll 

was as essential an element of his ethics as it was to be 

for Perk. It is already of necessity present in the 

lIoriginal action,1I because the latter came about without 

being determined by any outside factor: "It is, because it 

is, not because another act isl! (PW I 105, no. 1). liThe 

categories [composing the 'original action'] must be free 

'modes of action or forms of thinkingll (PW 1112, no. 12). 

This statement suggests that Novalis used the term 'Icate

go r i e s II fo r w hat J u n g 1 ate r was to call II the arc h e t y p a1 

patterns per-se. 1I Freedom in amor fat; [i.e., love of 

"Gewissen ll or nature] is an "activityll: II In the concept of 

'activity' the concept of freedom is already implicit~ 

(PW 1205, no. 286); lIall action expands freedom" (PW I 289, 

no. 649). As the categories in the 1I 0r iginal action ll appear 

i n b i pol a r i t y, free do m res u 1 t s fro m the II p'o 1 a r for c e SilO f 

the opposites: IIFreedom;s the basis and sphere of contrast, 

of the idea" (PW I 202, no '. 284) and consi sts of a capabi 1 i ty 

of hovering between series of opposite "archetypal" forces 

and encompassing them. This capability is the hallmark of 

the IIcreative imagination" (PW 1188, no. 249): liThe cap

ability of being free is the productive imagination--harmony 

is the condition of its activity--of the hovering between 

opposites ... all being, being in general is nothing but 

being free--a hovering between extremes, which necessarily 

have to be united and necessarily have to be separated. 

. . . This hovering is the source, the matrix of all 

reality, reality itself ll (PW 1266, no. 555). This "elective 

freedom" is poetical--that is why Il mora lity is basically 

poe try II (P W II 41 7, no. 769). T h us, the ide ali s tic wo r 1 d-

view reveals itself as esthetic, or even estheticist. 

liThe poet: ... all literary creation operates in bi

polarity, and his freedom in connecting makes him boundless. 
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All poetical nature ~ nature .•. his evocations ,must at 
least be symbolic, like nature itse1fll (PW II 693, no. 705). 

Perk developed the same ideas in an almost identical 
terminology: IIGewetenli is a IIdisposition to becoming a genius ll 

(PDO 131), and the poetic genius "uses the a11~governing 
imagination ... and believes that he is hovering outside 
of his body, that he is free from his animal casingll (PDO 
117). This description recalls the state of lI e1evation ll or 
"hemelvaart," i.e., a small dying, in which everything is 
viewed simultaneously. As in Nova1is, the IIpower of imagina
tion" consists of "sure fast thinking, fast feeling, fast 
movements of the soul, ... leading from man to spirit" 
(PDO 116). The genius lIexperiences many things, and 
simu1taneouslyll (PDO 117, cf. 122). Perk also had an inkling 
of what Novalis first called IIcategories ll and Jung lI arc hetypes 
per-se,1I and of th~ir bio-psychologica1 innateness: liThe 
laws of heredity ... also. exist in the moral sphere" (PDO 
107). He even specified: "Each human soul is composed of 
the same traits and elements; characters are formed by the 
riSing up ['het bovendrijven ' ] of sbme of these traits, to 
which everything else is made subservient. The genius has 
a 11 h u rna n c h a rae t e r t r a its r i sin g up II ( P DO 11 7) . 

T h us the wo r 1 d, a c cor din g toN 0 val is, i s II act ua 1 i sed 
i rna gin a t ion 0 riG e w iss en, I per c e p t i b 1 e tot h e sen s e s II (P W 1 1 
252, no. 70). Through IIGewissen,1l God lIappears in each 
earnest formation, in each truth formed" by the genius (1331); 
the II mas ter," whose work thus transcends him: Hit has become 
more than its creator--he has unconsciously become organ and 
property of a higher power ll (PW II 411, no. 737). This world, 

,-

the Ilformed truth,1l the poetical work, language and nature, 
actua1ised Being, are all symbolic, and suggestive of this 
power (PW 1169, nos. 219-20; 108-11; 176-82). The Jungian 
dis tin c t ion bet wee n II me r e si g n nan d It S Y m b 0 111 was ant i c i pat e d 
by Novalis: Il$ign-Image. In the sign the concept prevails-
in the Image the apperception" (PW 1 188, no. 249). This 
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apperception Kis not se~ing--not hearing--not feeling-

it is composed of allthree~-more than this--an awareness 

of direct certainty" (PW I 420, no. 23). This capability 

of apperception through symbols was also evoked by Perk: 

"The moved soul desires expression ..• the metaphor 

['\bee1dspraak,' ~.e., symbo1i.c language] resu1tsU (PDO 104), 

through "a force called 've~beeldingskracht' ['image-ination'l. 

cap able ,0 f put tin gin to i rna g,e s c rea t io n s' w hi c h can not be 

- perceived by means of the sense$, because they really are 

perceived by inner apperception. ['.aanschouwing']If(PDO 116, 

cf. ]35). He also used the terms Uintuition" (POD 98,110), 

and "higher senses" (POD 12&), revealing "su~rasensual life lf 

(POD 125) • .In his definition 'of "intuition" Jung,colTle.sto 

similar formulations: If Intuition is ... an appeFception 

and in-percep.tion ... an actively creative procesS'~ .. 

which produces image~which are not produced by the other 

functions at all, or are reached by them only through 10ng-

'winded roundabout ways."21 
( 

II Gewi ssen ll thus ~ the wor1 d, God-nature in its pri sti ne, 

potential form; it is lithe heavenly pristine man," as Novalis 

put it (1322): Indeed, as "Gewisse,n,lIlI we are God, as 

in d i v td u a 1 ~ we ref 1 e ct. II I not her w 0 r d s, "0 urn a t U.r e 

[= bei ng] is i mmanent~1 (as II seed" in /th,e body), .. our re-

f 1 e c tin g i s tr an s c end e n til ( P W I 1'68, no. 21 8 ) . II G e wi sse n , II 

which is the IIholy Slp'irft" (PW II 690, no. 688), is thus 

immanent and transc~nd~nt, like God Himself,1 "living know-

1edge" (PW II 690, no. 685), as suth"morethan the Bible" 

(PW II 690, n.o. 688). It is ,therefore sacred, divinely 

mysterious, leading to what Jung calls the "mysterium 

coniunctjonis" of individuation and symbolic universe. 

It is, in Nova1is" words, the Umystery of the h.ighestin

divisibilitylt (1331), and leads us back to our origin, 
./ 

Uinwards the mysterious way goes;" since lithe Spirit goes 

out, back to ·itselfll (PW I 430, no. 43) ~' Perk too perceived 

Itgeweten" and its emanations, genius, love, art, and world" 
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as "sacred" (PDO 127); "the geniuses are the holiest in 
mankind ... one thanks the Deity in themll (PDO 131-32),. 
His concept of "God" was a1sd an immanent-transcendent one. 

Synchronicity 

At a given point in his thinking, Jung had come to the 
conclusion that in the intuition of "Gewissen" or the 
Jcollective uncon~cious" and in its effects on shaping the 
world, a principle is at work, transcending causality and 
finality, viz .. Il sync hronicity." In his words:' !lIt takes . -

the coincidence of events in. space and time as meaning some-
thing more than mere chanCe, namely, a peculiar inter":' 
dependence of objective events a~ong themselves as w~ll 
as with the subjective (psychic) states of the observer 
oro b s e r v e'r s ." 2 2 As th i s It p e c u 1 i a r ( in t e r d e pen d eric e It a 1 so 
concerns future events "represented in the ~resent by'a 
corresponding'phantasm {dream or vi~ion),1123 sy~chrontcity 
is the operating principle in such ti.me-honoured practices 
as d{vination and oracle i~terpretation.24 Novalis 
anticipated the essential elements '~f this remarkable concept 
of Jung's in his many musings about chaos, order, chance, 
fate or destiny, and ca11fng. In his eyes "the future world 
is chaos made reasonable--chaos which permeated itself" 
(PW 11 281, no.) 239), which is the same as ~hat he meant by 
"moralisation of nature" (PW 11 250, no. 60; 622, no. 601; 
1 330). This occurs through meaningful chance, through 
fate, in accordance with Ilfas," not "ius," So-called chance 
is an aspect of "Gewissen ll as Will: " one wif1s 'chance 
events l by Ichance lll (PW 1249, no. 462). Nova1is.anticipated 
the concept of synchronicity as he further elaborated on this 
seeming redundancy: "the generality of each chance moment 
stays on, for it is in thewhole,1t (ibid.), i.e., in the 
Deity operating in' ItGewissen. n He also found that livery 
many chance events, many natural events provide real revela
t ion s with respect t 01 i fe, world and fat e" ( P W 4 2 t) , no)' 2 3 ) . 
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Even more suggestive of synchronicity is his utterance 
that lithe conjuncture of chance events is not again chance, 
but law--the result of the most recondite and planning 
wisdom" (PW 1662). the law of IIfas" obviously. Thus 
human development is Uelevation of chance into essence-
into destinyll (PW II 393, roo 685; cf.PW I 584, no. 248). 

In this connection, Novalis even used the term II sync hronistic," 
saying of Shakespeare: "History, what is history to the poet 

. is history as it should be--prophetic and synchronistic 
... a true poetical play" (PW II 685, no. 668), for "play
ing is e~perimenting with chance events" (PW II 574, no. 141). 
Synchronicity is but another sign of "Gewissen," of "the 
directly operating Deity among mankind" (I 332-33). 

* * 
* 

A summarizing characterisation of the common world
view which we just reviewed should perhaps be attempted. 
It shows itself as an lIidealism" in that it posits the ongln 
of the inner and outer phenomena, man and universe, to be an 
~ priori absolute entity or Deity planting itself into the 
body or brain as a dynamism, and intuited there (in the 
"psyche ll ) as an immanent yet transcendent idea or ideal. 
Thus it also appears as a "psycholog;calll idealism. Man 
and universe are experienced as a conglomerate of bipolarly 
arranged archetypal factors (categories, traits) and 
corresponding symbolic images. The ~ priori inborn dynamism 
making this perception possible is the creative Ilsynchronisticll 

/ 

poetic lIimage-ination,1l actually felt to spring from the 
immanent Deity. Hence, this idealism can also be described 
a san II est he tic" and a Ir r eli g i 0 us II 0 n e • 

From research I recently carried out on Perk's un
published prose, the virtual certainty has emerged that he 
arrived at what sometimes seem to be almost verbatim quota
tions from Novalis in total independence from Novalis' 
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writings. The remarkable similarity between the two is 
clearly not due to any direct process of influence, imita
tion or borrowing, but rather to the similarity of their 
immanent personalities, as they are based on the univ~rsa1 
"colle-ctive unconscious" in them. This makes me believe 
that Novalis', Perk's and Jung's brands elf idealism will 
never be really "out of date." 
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